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Abstract 
A finite string-rewriting system R preserves regularity if and only if it preserves Z-regularity, 
where C is the alphabet containing exactly those letters that have occurrences in the rules of R. 
This proves a conjecture of Gyenizse and Vigvijlgyi (1997). In addition, some undecidability 
results are presented that generalize results of Gilleron and Tison (1995) from term-rewriting 
systems to string-rewriting systems. It follows that the property of being regularity preserving 
is undecidable for term-rewriting systems, thus answering another question of Gyenizse and 
VBgviilgyi (1997). Finally, it is shown that it is undecidable in general whether a finite, length- 
reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system yields a regular set of normal forms for each 
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1. Introduction 
In the specification of abstract data types the use of rewriting techniques is by now 
well established. In this context the initial algebra defined by a given set of equations 
or rewrite rules is of particular interest. It is the set of ground terms in the signature 
considered modulo the congruence that is generated by the given equations or rules 
(see, e.g., [27]). 
A set of ground terms is a tree language. A class of tree languages that has been 
studied in great detail is the class of regular tree languages. This class is defined by 
finite tree automata, and it enjoys many closure properties as well as decidability results 
in common with the class of regular string languages [9, lo]. 
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If R is a left-linear term-rewriting system on a signature F, then the set of normal 
forms IRR(R) is a regular tree language [S]. The system R is called F-regularity 
preserving, if, for each regular tree language SC T(F), the set of descendants d:(S) 
is again a regular tree language. Thus, if R is a left-linear and convergent term-rewriting 
system that is F-regularity preserving, then, for each regular tree language S & T(F), 
the set of normal forms NFR(S) = d;(S) n IRR(R) of ground terms that are in normal 
form and that are congruent to some ground term in S is a regular tree language. 
Hence, for systems of this form, various decision problems can be solved efficiently 
by using tree automata (see, e.g., [9, 10, 121). 
It is known that F-regularity is preserved by term-rewriting systems that contain 
only ground rules [5], by term-rewriting systems that are right-linear and monadic 
[25], that are linear and semi-monadic [6], or that are linear and generalized semi- 
monadic [14]. Recall that the monadic term-rewriting systems were introduced by 
Book and Gallier as a direct generalization of the monadic string-rewriting 
systems [ 81. 
However, the property of preserving F-regularity is undecidable in general. This 
already follows from the construction used by Dauchet in [7] to prove that termination 
is undecidable for left-linear one-rule term-rewriting systems, but a less complicated 
direct proof is given in [ 121. In addition, also the property that NF&S) is regular for 
each regular tree language S C T(F) is undecidable in general [ 111. Actually, the latter 
undecidability result remains valid even for the class of finite term-rewriting systems 
that are convergent [ 11, 121. 
It has been observed by Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi that the property of preserv- 
ing F-regularity does not only depend on the term-rewriting system R considered, 
but also on the actual signature F being used [14]. In fact, they present a signa- 
ture F that contains a single constant plus some unary function symbols only, and 
a term-rewriting system R over F that consists of a single linear rule plus some 
ground rules such that R preserves F-regularity, but R does not preserve Fr-regularity, 
where the signature F, is obtained from F by introducing an additional unary func- 
tion symbol. Accordingly, they call a system R on a signature F reguhrity pre- 
serving, if it is Fr-regularity preserving for each signature FI containing F. They 
show that the property of being regularity preserving is a modular property of lin- 
ear term-rewriting systems, and they ask whether this property is undecidable in 
general. 
Since each string-rewriting system can be interpreted as a linear term-rewriting sys- 
tem, it follows that for string-rewriting systems the property of being regularity pre- 
serving is modular. Gyenizse and Vagviilgyi conjecture that for string-rewriting systems 
the properties of preserving F-regularity and of preserving regularity are equivalent. 
Here we prove this conjecture. 
If R is a string-rewriting system on some alphabet C, then with R we can associate 
a linear term-rewriting system S, over the signature Fz, which contains unary function 
symbols and a single constant only. We will see that R preserves regularity if and 
only if the term-rewriting system S, does. Since the property of preserving regularity 
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is undecidable for finite string-rewriting systems, this shows that the property of being 
regularity preserving is undecidable for linear term-rewriting systems, thus answering 
the question of Gyenizse and VLgviilgyi mentioned above. 
For string-rewriting systems the property of being a generalized semi-monadic sys- 
tem is just the property of being a left-basic string-rewriting system (see, e.g., [26]), 
and it is known that a finite, length-reducing, confluent, and left-basic string-rewriting 
system R yields a regular set NFR(S) for each regular language S [24]. Thus, for string- 
rewriting systems the above-mentioned result that a linear, generalized semi-monadic 
system preserves F-regularity can be seen as a generalization of Sakarovitch’s result. 
On the other hand, it is known that each monadic string-rewriting system preserves 
regularity [3, 18,251. Indeed, this fact has been exploited by Book to show that for a 
finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system all those properties of the Thue 
congruence generated are decidable that can be expressed by linear sentences [2]. How- 
ever, there exist finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems that do 
not preserve regularity [21]. In fact, there exist systems R of this form and regular lan- 
guages S such that the sets of descendants d;(S) are arbitrarily complex. Actually, for 
each recursively enumerable language L c C*, there exist a finite, length-reducing, and 
confluent string-rewriting system R on some alphabet r > Z and two regular languages 
S1, Sl c r* such that n~(di(S~ ) n SZ) = L holds, where 71~ denotes the projection from 
r* onto C* 1221. 
Here we give a simple proof for the fact that the property of preserving regularity is 
undecidable for finite string-rewriting systems in general. Further, we construct a finite, 
length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system R such that it is undecidable 
whether, for a regular language S & Z*, the set d;(S) is a regular language. The 
same result is also established for the set of normal forms NFR(S). In addition, a 
finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system R and an infinite family 
of regular languages (S,)ir~ are constructed such that, for each i E N, the set of 
normal forms NFR(S;) is a singleton, but it is undecidable in general whether dE(S,) 
is a regular language. 
Finally, using the undecidability of the strony boundedness of single-tape Turing 
machines we prove that it is undecidable in general whether a finite, length-reducing, 
and confluent string-rewriting system R yields a regular set of normal forms NFR(S) 
for each regular language S. Technically this proof is by far the most involved one 
presented here. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we restate the basis definitions 
used in short in order to establish notation. In Section 3 we prove the conjecture of 
Gyenizse and VBgvGlgyi stating that for string-rewriting systems the property of pre- 
serving regularity is independent of the alphabet actually considered, and we derive the 
undecidability of the property of preserving regularity for linear term-rewriting systems. 
In Section 4 we present the first of the undecidability results for string-rewriting sys- 
tems mentioned above. Then in Section 5 we consider the strong boundedness problem 
for single-tape Turing machines, and finally in Section 6 we reduce this problem to 
the problem of deciding whether a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting 
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system yields a regular set of normal forms for each regular language. The paper closes 
with a short discussion of some open problems. 
2. String-rewriting systems and monoid-presentations 
After establishing notation we describe the problems considered in this paper in 
detail. For more information and a detailed discussion of the notions introduced the 
reader is refered to the literature, e.g., [4]. 
Let C be a finite alphabet. Then C* denotes the set of all strings over C including 
the empty string 2. For u, v E C*, the concatenation of u and v is simply written as uv, 
and exponents are used to abbreviate strings, that is, u” := 1, u’ := u, and u”+l := u”u 
for all n>l. For u E C’, the length of u is denoted by ]uI. 
A string-rewriting system R on C is a subset of C* x C*, the elements of which are 
called (rewrite) rules. Often these rules will be written in the form e + r to improve 
readability. For a string-rewriting system R, dam(R) := {t 1 3r E C* : (t --+ r) E R} is 
the domain of R. The system R is called length-reducing if le( > Ir] holds for each 
rule (8 + r) of R, and it is called monadic if it is length-reducing, and r E C U {A} 
for each rule (e + r) of R. 
The single-step reduction relation induced by R is the following binary relation on C* : 
U+Rv iff Ix,yEC*3(d+r)ER:u=x8y and v=xry. 
Its reflexive and transitive closure -1; is the reduction relation induced by R. The 
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure ++i of -+R is a congruence on c*, the 
Thue congruence generated by R. For u E C*, A:(u) := {v E .Y 1 u -i v} is the set 
of descendants of u (mod R), and [U]R := {v E C* I u -i v} is the congruence class 
of u (mod R). For S C: C*, A;(S) = UuES A:(u) and [SIR := UUEs[~]~. 
Let C be a finite alphabet, and let R be a string-rewriting system on C. We say that R 
preserues C-regularity if A;(S) is a regular language for each regular language S C C*. 
We say that R preserves regularity if R preserves r-regularity for each finite alphabet 
r containing all the letters that have occurrences in the rules of R. In the next section 
we will investigate the relationship between the property of preserving regularity and 
the property of preserving C-regularity, where C is the smallest alphabet that contains 
all the letters with occurrences in R. After that we will address the following decision 
problems: 
Problem 1 (Preserving regularity) 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R. 
Question: Does R preserve regularity? 
Problem 2 (Regular descendants for a given language) 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C, and a regular language S C C*. 
Question: Is d;(S) a regular language? 
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A string u E C* is called reducible (modR), if there exists a string v E C* such 
that u 3~ v; otherwise, u is called irreducible. By IRR(R) we denote the set of 
all irreducible strings, and by RED(R) we denote the set of strings that are reducible 
(modR). Obviously, RED(R) = C*.dom(R).C* and IRR(R) = .Z*\RED(R). Thus, if R 
is finite, then RED(R) and WC(R) are both regular sets. Actually, from R deterministic 
finite-state acceptors (dfsa) can easily be constructed for IRR(R) and for RED(R) (cf., 
e.g., Lemma 2.1.3 of [4]). 
If u E C* and v E IRR(R) such that u -+i v, then v is called a normal form of u. 
Accordingly, di(u)rlIRR(R) is the set of all normal forms of u, and for S C C”, di(S)fl 
IRR(R) is the set of all normal forms of S. If a finite string-rewriting system R preserves 
regularity, then the set NFR(S) := d;(S) n IRR(R) of normal forms of S is a regular 
language for each regular language S C Z*. On the other hand, NFR(S) can be a regular 
language, even if d;(S) is not. Thus, also the following decision problems are of 
interest: 
Problem 3 (Regular sets of normal forms) 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C. 
Question: Is NFR(S) a regular language for each regular language S G C’? 
Problem 4 (Regular set of normal forms for a given language) 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C, and a regular language S G C*. 
Question: Is NFR(S) a regular language? 
We need a couple of more definitions. Since -i is a congruence, the set MR := 
{ [u]~ 1 u E C”} of congruence classes mod R is a monoid under the operation [u]R o 
[V]R = [UV]R with identity [AIR. It is the factor monoid C*/-i, and if A4 is a monoid 
that is isomorphic to MR, then the ordered pair (C;R) is called a monoid-presentation 
of M with generators C and defining relations R. 
Some of the monoids that we will encounter are actually groups. Although groups 
can be described by monoid-presentations, they are usually defined through so-called 
group-presentations. A finite group-presentation (C; L) consists of a finite alphabet C 
and a finite set of defining relators L c ‘*, where c is an alphabet in one-to-one 
correspondence to C such that .Z n F = 0, and 2 := Z U F. The group GL defined by 
(C; L) coincides with the monoid k!& that is given through the monoid-presentation 
(2; RL), where RL := {aC --+ A, Ca --f A / a E C} U {II + AI u E L}. It is easily verified 
that the monoid M,Q is indeed a group. 
We are in particular interested in the decision problems above for those finite string- 
rewriting systems that are convergent. Here a string-rewriting system R on Z is called 
_ noetherian, if there is no infinite sequence of reductions of the form us -tR ut -‘R 
u2 +R . . . -fR ui +R u,+i +R . . .; 
- confluent, if, for all U, v, w E C’, u 4; u and u -i w imply that v -I; z and w -i z 
hold for some z E C* ; 
- convergent, if it is noetherian and confluent. 
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If R is convergent, then each congruence class [u]~ contains a unique irreducible 
string UO, and MO can be obtained from u by a finite sequence of reduction steps. Thus, 
the word problem is decidable for each finite convergent string-rewriting system. 
Obviously, a length-reducing string-rewriting system is noetherian. The finite, length- 
reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems are of particular interest, since their 
word problems are even solvable in linear time [4]. 
3. Independence of the alphabet considered 
A signature F consists of a (finite) set of function symbols, each equipped with a 
fixed arity. If F := {f,g,u}, where f and g are unary symbols and u is a symbol 
of arity 0 (a constant), then for R := {f(g(x)) -+ f(f(g(g(x)))),f(a) + u,g(a) + 
a,u -+ f(u),u + g(u)} it i s easily seen that d;(t) = T(F) holds for all ground terms 
t E T(F). However, if F1 := F U {A}, w h ere h is another unary function symbol, then 
&(U(g(h(a)))]) = U”(g”(h(t))) I t E W’)l, which is not regular. Thus, R does 
preserve F-regularity, but not Ft-regularity [ 141. Obviously the ground rules contained 
in R are responsible for this, since the subsystem R’ := {f(g(x)) + f(f(g(g(x))))} 
of R does not even preserve F-regularity. 
Actually Gyenizse and Vagvijlgyi conjecture that this phenomenon does not occur 
with string-rewriting systems. Here we provide a proof for this conjecture. It is a 
consequence of the following technical result. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a string-rewriting system on some jinite alphabet C, let a be 
an additional etter not in C, and let r := C u {u}. If R preserves C-regularity, then 
it also preserves r-regularity. 
Proof. Let S C r* be a regular language. We must verify that, under the hypothesis that 
R preserves C-regularity, d:(S) := {v E I’* 1 3u E S : u -1; v} is a regular language. 
If S C E*, then d;(S) C C*, and hence, d;(S) is a regular language by our assump- 
tion on R. So let us assume that S $ Z*. Since S C r* is a regular language, there 
exists an incomplete deterministic finite state acceptor A = (Q, r, qo, F, 6) such that 
L(A) = S, and all the states of A are accessible as well as co-accessible. Let 
(1) 41 5 PI, (2) q2 5 p2,..., Cm> qm 5 pm 
be the set of all u-transitions of A, which are numbered in an arbitrary, but fixed way. 
Based on A we define some auxiliary languages: 
so := {w E Z* 1 6(qo,w) E F} = S n C*, 
p, := {W E Z* 1 &C&W) = qi}, i = l,.,,, m, 
si := {W E .Z* 1 h(pj, W) E F}, j = 1,. . . ,m, 
Ki,j,k 1~ {w E r* j &pi, w) = qj and, for all U, u E r’, if w = UUY, then 
&pi, u)=qfforsomeL<k}, i,j= I,..., m,k=O,l,..., m. 
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Thus, w E Ki,j,k if and only if 6(pi,w) = qj, and the only a-transitions that are used 
when following the computation of &pi, w) are those with index at most k. 
Obviously, the languages SO, Pi (i = 1,. . . , m), and S, 0’ = 1,. . . , m) are regular. 
Claim 1. The languages K,,j,k are regular (i, j = 1,. . . , m, k = 0, 1, . . . , m). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. 
k = 0: K,,j,o = {w E r* ) &pi, w) = qj, and no a-transitions are used} 
= {W E C* 1 6(pi,W) = qj}. 
These languages are certainly regular. 
k = 1: Ki,j, 1 = {w E r* ( 6(pi,w) = qj, and only the a-transition 
(1) q1 5 pl may be used} 
=Ki,j,o U &,1,0 . ({a} . KI,I,o)* . {a} . Kl.j,o. 
From the case k = 0 we conclude that these languages are regular. 
k + k+l: Ki,j,k+l = {W E r* 1 6(pi, w) = qj, and only the a-transitions 
(1) 41 5 PI,..., (k+l) qk+l 3 Pk+l may be used} 
=Ki,j,k u Ki,k+l,k ({a} Kk+l,k+l,k)* . {a} . Kk+l.j,k. 
From the induction hypothesis we see that these languages are regular. 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. Ll 
In fact, it is easily seen that Ki,j,k is accepted by the automaton (Q,r, pi,(qj},hk), 
where 6k is obtained from 6 by removing the a-transitions with index larger than k. 
However, we will need the inductive representation of the sets Ki,j,k developed above 
at a later stage of the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
It is easily seen that 
S = SO U IIj(p; ’ {a} ‘Si) U fi (Pi . {a} . Ki,j,m . {a} . S,). 
i=l i,j=I 
Actually, since A is deterministic, this is a disjoint partitioning of S. 
The next claim states that the operations of union and of computing descendants 
mod R commute. 
Claim 2. A~(& Mi) = ULEI d;(M) fur all M; 2 T*(i E I). 
Proof. Since Mi C UiEI n/ri, Ai C dg(&, Mi), and hence, U,,r dl;(Mi) c di 
(&,Mi). Conversely, if w E di(& Mi), then there exists some i E I such that 
W E dE(Mi). Thus, di(Ui,,Mi) = lJi,-, Ai( Cl 
Hence, d;(S) = A;(&) U Uy!, di(F’i . {a} . Si) U Uyjz, dz(Pi . {a} . Ki,j,m . {a} Sj). 
The next two claims show that also the operations of concatenation and of computing 
descendants mod R commute in certain instances. 
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Claim 3. For all i E { 1 3.. . ,T72}, di(Pi ’ {U} ’ ISi) = Ai ’ {U} ’ do. 
Proof. Since no rule of R contains any occurrences of the letter a, this is obvious. 0 
Claim 4. For aZZi,j E {l,...,~},A~(P~~{~}~K~,~,m~{~}~S~) = A (Pi).{a}.AlS(Ki,i,,). 
-tQl . AW,). 
Proof. Analogously. 0 
A~(So),A~(Pi), and Ai(Si)(i = 1,. . ., m) are regular by our assumption, since 
&,Pi, Si are regular subsets of C*. It remains to prove the following result. 
Claim 5. Ai(Ki,j,k) is a regular set for all i, j = 1,. . . , m, and k = 0, 1,. . . , m. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k, using the inductive representation of the set 
Ki,j,k derived in the proof of Claim 1. 
k = 0: Ki,j,o C C*. 
Since Ki,j,o is regular, Ai(Ki,j,o) is regular by our assumption on R. 
k= 1: K,j, I = K,j,o U K, 1.0 . ((~1 . KI,I,o)* . {a) . KIJ,o. 
Hence, A:(&,1 > = A;(&,,,0 u&,1,0 . ({a} . KI,I,o)* . {a} . KIJ,O) = 
Ai(K,j,o) U Ai(K,l,o). ({a} ’ A~(KI,I,o>>* . {a> . A~(KIJ,o). 
Thus, Ai(Ki,j, 1) is regular. 
k + k+l: analogously. 0 
Claim 6. At;(S) is regular. 
Proof. A;(S) = A:(&) U UyT,(Al;(pi). {u} . Ag(Si)) U UTj=,(Ai(pi) ’ {a}. Ai(Ki,j,,). 
1~) ’ Ai(s H ence, A;(S) is indeed a regular set. Cl 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 0 
From this lemma we obtain Gyenizse’s and Vagvolgyi’s conjecture. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a string-rewriting system, and let Z be the alphabet consisting 
of all the letters that have occurrences in R. Assume that C isjnite. Then R preserves 
C-regularity if and only if R preserves regularity. 
Proof. Let A be a finite alphabet containing C. If A = C, then R preserves A-regularity. 
Otherwise, let A\C = {uI,u~,. . . , a,}. Using Lemma 3.1 repeatedly, we see that R 
preserves A-regularity if it preserves C-regularity. q 
Thus for string-rewriting systems, when we talk about the property of preserving 
regularity, there is no need to specify the underlying alphabet in detail as long as 
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it contains all the letters that have occurrences in the rules of the string-rewriting 
system considered. Observe that the proof of Lemma 3.1 is constructive in that, if 
R preserves C-regularity in an effective way, then it preserves r-regularity in an ef- 
fective way, too. That is, if a regular language SC r* is given through some finite 
state acceptor, then a finite state acceptor for the language d;(S) can be constructed 
effectively. 
If Z is a finite alphabet, then FE denotes the signature Fz := {a(.) / a E C} U {$}, 
where each letter a E C is interpreted as a unary function symbol a(.), and I$ is a 
constant. For a string-rewriting system R on Z,& := {f(x) 4 T(X) 1 (.l -+ r) E R} is 
the corresponding term-rewriting system on the signature Fz. The mapping CI : ,Z* + 
T(Fz) that is defined by taking a(~) := w(Q) d m uces a bijection between the regular 
languages on C and the regular tree languages over T(Fz). Hence, the term-rewriting 
system & preserves FE-regularity if and only if the string-rewriting system R preserves 
(E-)regularity. 
Now S, preserves regularity if it preserves F-regularity for each signature F con- 
taining Fz. Observe that F may contain additional constants and function symbols of 
arity larger than one in contrast to the case of strings considered above. Actually, SR 
preserves regularity if it preserves Fi-regularity, where the signature FI is obtained 
from FL by introducing a binary function symbol h and an additional constant $ [ 141. 
Using the same basic idea as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 the following can now be 
shown. 
Theorem 3.3. The term-rewriting system SR preserves regulurity if und only if’ it 
preserves Fz-regularity. 
Proof. If SR preserves regularity, then is obviously also preserves Fz-regularity. To 
prove the converse implication let us assume that SR preserves Fz-regularity, which 
means that the string-rewriting system R preserves C-regularity, and let F1 := FL U 
{A,$}, where h is a binary function symbol and $ is a new constant. It suffices to 
show that SR preserves Fi-regularity. 
To this end let S c T(Fl ) be a regular tree language. Then there exists a deterministic 
bottom-up tree automaton (dbuta) A := (Fl, Q, Qf,6) accepting S, where Q is the finite 
set of states. Qr c Q is the set of final states, and 6 is a set of transitions of the 
following forms: 
(i) c + q for c E {I$,$} and some q E Q, 
(4 4ql) --$ 4 for a E C and some 41, q E Q, and 
(iii)h(qi,qz) ---f q for some ql,qz,q E Q, 
that is, S = {t E T(F,) 1 3q E QJ : t -2 q}. Since 11 is deterministic, no two different 
transitions have the same left-hand side. 
From A we construct a non-deterministic bottom-up tree automaton (nbuta) that 
accepts the language d:R(S). This construction proceeds in two stages. 
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Let Q and Q be two sets that both are in one-to-one correspondence to the set 
Q. For q E Q the corresponding elements of Q and Q will be denoted by 4 and 
4, res_pectively. Without loss of generality we may assume that the $ree sets Q,Q, 
and Q are pairwise disjoint. Let P := Q U e U s, and let P/ := Qf = (4 ( q E 
Qf}. The nbuta B is defined as B := (F,, P, Pf, S’), where 6’ is the following set of 
transitions: 
(i) c -+ 4 if c E {$,$} and (c -+ q) E 6, 
(ii) a(ql) + 4 ifaEZand(a(qi)--,q)E& 
(iii)h($i,&) ----t 4 if (h(qi, q2) -+ 4) E 6 and 
(iv) @ 3 q and q + 4 for all q E Q. 
It is easily verified that L(B) = L(A) holds, that is, B also accepts the language 
S. In B all h-transitions start from states in Q and end in states from Q, that is, the 
h-transitions have been isolated from the other transitions. 
Now for ql,q2 E Q, let L(ql,qz) := {w E C* 1 There is a sequence of transitions 
from & to i2 in B that is labelled with w}. Then L(ql,qz) is a regular language, and 
hence, so is the set dg(L(ql,q2)). Thus, there is a nondetetministic finite state acceptor 
(nfsa) C(qi , q2 > := (Q(m , q2 1, C, Gql, q2 1, ql, cT2) accepting this language, where we 
may assume without loss of generality that g2 is the unique accepting state of C(ql, q2), 
that no transition of C(ql,qz) leaves this state, and that no transition of C(ql, q2) enters 
its initial state ql. 
Finally, we construct an nbuta C as follows. It consists of the union of all the nfsas 
C(qi,q2) for qi,q2 E Q, where we assume for (ql,qd,(q3,q4) E Q x Q that C(ql,qz) 
and C(q3, q4) have the initial state in common if and only if q1 = q3, that they have the 
final state in common if and only if q2 = q4, and that they do not have any other states 
in common. Further, for each h-transition h(q^, , cj2) -+ 4 of B, C gets the corresponding 
h-transition. Finally, C also inherites the I$- and $-transitions from B, and it has the 
set of final states &. 
From this construction it is easily seen that L(C) is a subset of d;R(S). On the other 
hand, we can conclude from the form of the rules of & that each term t E d;=(S) is 
accepted by C, that is, L(C) = d&(S). Thus, d&(S) is indeed a regular tree language, 
proving that & is really Fi-regularity preserving. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
As we will see in the next section, it is undecidable in general whether a finite string- 
rewriting system R on C preserves regularity (Theorem 4.2). From Theorem 3.3 and 
the remarks preceding it we see that the string-rewriting system R preserves regularity 
if and only if the corresponding term-rewriting system & preserves regularity. Hence, 
we obtain the following negative answer to a question of Gyenizse and Vagvijlgyi 
P41. 
Corollary 3.4. It is undecidable in general whether a finite term-rewriting system 
preserves regularity. 
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4. The property of preserving regularity is undecidable 
Here we establish two undecidability results concerning the property of preserving 
regularity for string-rewriting systems. The first one says that it is undecidable in 
general whether a given string-rewriting system preserves regularity. This result is 
based on the following characterization. 
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on C such that the monoid MR 
presented by (C; R) is a group. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) the string-rewriting system R U R-’ preserves regularity, 
(b) the group MR is jinite. 
Here R-’ denotes the string-rewriting system R-’ :== {r + e 1 (4 4 r) E R}. 
Proof. (b)+(a): Assume that MR is a finite group. Let S s C* be a regular language. 
Then A;,,_, (S) = [S],D,. Since MR is finite, there are finitely many strings ~1,. . . , w, E 
S such that [SIR = lJ,=, ,,,.[w~]R. S ince MR is a finite group, [W]R is a regular language 
for each w E C’. Thus, biUR_,(S) = lJ,=i _,, 9 ,n [ W, .] R is a regular language, that is, RUR-’ 
preserves regularity. 
(a)+(b): Assume that R U R-’ preserves regularity. The singleton set (2) C C* is 
a regular language, and AiUR-, (A) = [A],. Since R U R-’ preserves regularity, [i]~ is 
a regular language, and hence, MR is a regular group. However, a finitely presented 
group is regular if and only if it is finite [l]. Hence, MR is a finite group. 0 
However, the property of being finite is a Markov property of finitely presented 
groups, and hence, the following decision problem cannot be solved algorithmically 
(see, e.g., [19]): 
Instance: A finite group-presentation (C; L). 
Question: Is the group GL presented by (C;L) finite? 
Using Lemma 4.1 we now reduce this undecidable problem to the problem of de- 
ciding whether or not a finite string-rewriting system preserves regularity. 
Theorem 4.2. The following problem is undecidable in general: 
Instance: A jinite string-rewriting system R on .Y. 
Question: Does R preserve regularity? 
Proof. Let (r’;ui, . . . , u,) be a finite group-presentation. Let f; be an alphabet in one- 
to-one correspondence to r such that r n r = 0, let r := r U r, and let R be the 
string-rewriting system on r containing the following rules: 
aa -+ A, au + 2 (a E Z), 
Ui + A (ix l,...,n). 
Then (r; R) is a finite monoid-presentation for the group G presented by (r; UI , . . . , u,). 
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Now the string-rewriting system R U R-’ preserves regularity if and only if the 
group G is finite (Lemma 4.1). Since R U R-’ is easily obtained from the given 
group-presentation (r; ~1,. . , un), Theorem 4.2 follows from the undecidability result 
above. 0 
Actually, the proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that the group G presented by (r; ~1,. . . , u,) 
is finite if and only if the language d&-, (3.) is regular. Thus, we actually have the 
following stronger undecidability result. 
Corollary 4.3. The following problem is undecidable in general: 
Instance: A jinite string-rewriting system R on C, and a regular language S C C*. 
Question: Is the language A;(S) regular? 
In fact, Corollary 4.3 remains valid even if the language S is fixed to the set S := 
Corollary 4.4. The following problem is undecidable in general: 
Instance: A jnite string-rewriting system R on C. 
Question: Is the language A;(2) regular? 
Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 improve upon Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 of [12], 
since here we are only dealing with strings, i.e., with signatures containing only unary 
function symbols and possibly a single constant. In addition, our proof is much simpler 
than the one given in [ 121. 
Our second undecidability result improves upon Corollary 4.3. It states that the prob- 
lem considered in Corollary 4.3 remains undecidable even if R is restricted to finite con- 
vergent string-rewriting systems. Actually, a fixed convergent system R can be chosen 
here, if it is constructed accordingly. Below such a construction is described in detail. 
Let A4 = (Q,Z, 6,q0,qa) be a deterministic single-tape Turing machine that accepts 
a language L C C*, where Cb := C U {b} is the tape alphabet, b denotes the blank 
symbol, Q is the set of states, 6 : (Q\{qa}) x C b 4 Q x (C U (8, r} ) is the transition 
function, where / and r stand for the operation of moving M’s head one step to the 
left or right, respectively, qo E Q is the initial state, qa E Q is the final state, and kh 
denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of the single-step computation relation TV 
of M. Without loss of generality we may assume that Ch n Q = 0. 
Observe that the Turing machine considered here cannot print the blank symbol b, 
that is, it cannot erase the tape inscription. Actually, we can assume that the following 
equivalence holds for each w E .Z*: 
w E L if and only if qow tf uq,v for some u, v E 1%. 
From M we construct another single-tape Turing machine a = (Q, r, 8, qo, qa). Let 
r := C u {1,2,T}, w h ere 1, 2, and 1 are three new symbols, and define Q and 8 in 
such a way that %? simulates the Turing machine M as follows: 
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Whenever ulqlul tM u2q2u2, where UI,V~,U~,V~ E C* and ql,q2 E Q, then %? 
performs the following computation for each n > 0: 
1”2”uiq,Vi k; s’, l”2”Ul t Vi tx ln+i2n+lqlUl r VI 
k$ ln+12n+lUiqlVi t-M ln+‘2n+‘UJq& 
Thus, if qow tb uqv for some w, u, II E C”, q E Q, and n E N, then qow t; l”2”uqV. 
In particular, M also accepts the language L. 
For w E C’, let d,(w) := {uqu 1 qow k$ UqV E T* e. r*}. 
Lemma 4.5. For w E I*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) d,(w) i,Y a regular language; 
(b) w E L. 
Proof. (b)+(a): If w E L, then % accepts on input w, that is, M halts on input w 
after performing a finite number of steps. Thus, the set AZ(W) is finite. 
(a)+(b): If w @ L, then M does not halt on input w, and the same is true for M. 
Thus, there is an infinite computation of the form 
qOw FM UlqlVl FM u2q2v2 FM . . EM uiqiui FM u,+lqi+lVi+l EM . . . . 
Hence, M performs an infinite computation of the following form: 
q()W FX 12UiqiVi t-G 1222U2q2U2 t_X . ts 1’2iU,qiVi 
t$ 1’+‘2’+‘Uj+1qi+lVi+l t& . . . 
Assume that the set d,(w) were regular. Consider the set 
d’(w) := &p(w) n 1+ 2+ ((r\{ 1,2}) u Q)‘. 
With d&w) also the set d’(w) is regular. However, if z E d’(w), then there exist i E 
N+ and z’ E ((r\{ 1,2})@)+ such that z = li2iz’, and for each i E N,, li2iz’ E d’(w) 
for some z’ E ((r\{ 1,2}) U Q)+. Thus, the set d’(w) does not satisfy the pumping 
lemma for regular languages, and hence, d’(w) is not regular. Accordingly, the set 
d;i?(w) is not regular, either. 0 
From the Turing machine g we now construct a finite, length-reducing, and confluent 
string-rewriting system R(M) that simulates the computations of g. Let $, 4, and d 
be three additional symbols, and let TO := l-h U Q U { $, Q, d}. The symbols $ and Q will 
serve as left and right end markers, respectively, of encodings of configurations of M, 
while the symbol d is being used to ensure that the rules of R(M) are length-reducing. 
The system R(M) consists of the following three groups of rules: 
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(1) Rules to simulate the stepwise behaviour of g: 
qiakdd + 9jaf if Rqi, ak> = (qj, af > 
qi$dd + q.4 if &qi, b) = (qj,ae) 
qiadd + ak9j if &9i, ak ) = (qj, r> 
qiQdd + bqjQ if &qi,b) = (qjyr) 
aeqiakdd -+ gjaeak if &qi, ak) = (qj, e) 
acqiQdd + qjaeQ if %4i7 b) = (9j, 8) 
$qiakdd + $qjbak if 6(qi,ak) = (qj,e) 
$qiQdd + $qjb+ if 6(qi, b) = (qj, e) 
(2) Rules to shift occurrences of the symbol d to the left: 
aiajdd + aidaj 
aidajdd + aiddaj 
for all Ui E rb,Uj E rb U {Q} 
(3) Rules to erase halting configurations: 
q,add + 40 
aiq&d + qat 
for all aj E rb 
The system R(M) has the following properties. 
Proposition 4.6 (cf. [23], Proposition 3.1). 
(a) The string-rewriting system R(M) is jinite, length-reducing, and conjkent. 
(b) For w E Z*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) wEL; and 
(2) 3m E N Vn>,m : $qow+d” +iCMj $qaQd”-m +&, $qaQ. 
From Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.6(b) we obtain the following characterization. 
Lemma 4.7. For w E C*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) d&wj($q~w~ . d*) is a regular language; 
(b) w E L. 
Proof. (b)+(a): If w E L, then by Proposition 4.6(b) there exists an integer m E N 
such that 
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holds for all n > m. Thus, 
Since R(;i?) is length-reducing, each of the finitely many languages AICD)($qow# . 
d’), i = 0,l , . . , m, is finite. Thus, AE(;i7)($qowQ . d*) is a regular language. 
(a)+(b): Assume that w 6 L. Let cp : TO -+ rt, L-1 e denote the projection, that is, 
q?(a) := a for all a E rb UQ, and cp(%) = cp(#) = cp(d) = 2. Then ‘p(A&)($qow# . 
d”)) = AR(W), which is not regular by Lemma 4.5. Hence, the set A&)($qow$ . d*) 
is not regular, either. 0 
Now choose L to be a nonrecursive language. Then Lemma 4.7 yields the following 
undecidability result. 
Theorem 4.8. There exists a finite, length-reducing, and conjkent string-rewriting 
system R such that the following problem is undecidable: 
Instance: A regular set SC Y. 
Question: Is the set of descendants A;(S) regular? 
If w E L, then A&,,($qow+ . d”) n IRR(R(M)) = {$q&} for all n >m. Thus, 
NF,(,)($qow$ . d’) = A;&$qow+ d*) I- IRR(R(;i;j)) 
is a finite set, and hence, it is regular. On the other hand, if w +J L, then 
W;(&$qowQ . d*) I- IWRW))) = &(w), 
which is not a regular set in this case by Lemma 4.5. Thus, 
NF,&$qow# . d*) = A;&$qow# . d*) n IRR(R(M)) 
is not regular, if w @ L, that is, the set of normal forms in the language A&,)($qow# .
d*) is regular if and only if w E L. Thus, we obtain the following corollary, which 
improves upon Theorem 10 of [ 121. 
Corollary 4.9. There exists a finite, length-reducing, and conjkent string-rewriting 
system R such that the following problem is undecidable: 
Instance: A regular set SC: 2’. 
Question: Is the set NFR(S) regular? 
For the string-rewriting system R(M) and the languages of the form $qow$ .d*(w E 
C*), the following properties hold: 
If w E L, then A&Gj($qowQ . d*) is a regular language, and hence, also 
NFRCU)($qow# . d*) = A;&$qow$ d*) n IRR(R(M)) 
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is a regular language, but if w @ L, then neither Al;(;iij($qowQ . d*) nor NF,(,) 
($qow$ . d’) is a regular language. Thus, NF,(aj($qswQ d*) is regular if and only if 
AiC,)($qow$ . d*) is regular. However, by adding some rules to the string-rewriting 
system R(z) we obtain a string-rewriting system &(a) on TO U {#,z}, which does 
not satisfy this equivalence. Here # and z are two new symbols. Thus, for some regular 
languages S, NFRO(a,(S) will be regular even if A* ROCaI)(S) is not. 
Let ri := ToU{#,z}, and let Rs(%?) := R(p) U Ro, where Ro contains the following 
rules: 
@# +z, #d# --f z, za +z, az + z (a E rl). 
Then Ro(a) is a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system, and it can easily be 
verified that Ro(n) is confluent. 
For w E Z’, consider the language S(w) := $qowQ . d* . #. If w E L, and if n is 
sufficiently large, then 
$qow+ . d” . # -+&, $qaQ# +,, z. 
If n is small, then 
$qow+ . d” . # +ica, $uqvQd” . # +icMj z 
for some E E (0, 1). Hence, A&,,(S(w)) is a regular language, and NFRocMj(S(w)) = 
{z}. If w $ L, then, for all n E kJ, 
$qow# . d” . A+ -&, $uqv#d” . # +;cMf z, 
where E E (0, 1). The rules of Ro cannot be used before all the d’s (but one) to the 
right of the Q-symbol have been used up. Thus, it follows as in the proof of Lemma 
4.7 that Ai C;I?j(S(w)) is not regular. However, NF,O,-&?(w)) = {z} holds also in this 
situation. $hus, the following undecidability result follows. 
Theorem 4.10. There exists a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting 
system R such that the following problem is undecidable: 
Instance: A regular set SC Z* such that NFR(S) is a singleton. 
Question: Is the set of descendants A;(S) regular? 
So far we have seen that Problems 2 and 4 are undecidable, even for a fixed finite 
string-rewriting system that is length-reducing and confluent (Theorem 4.8 and Corol- 
lary 4.9). In the remaining part of the paper we want to prove that also Problem 3 
remains undecidable in general when it is restricted to finite string-rewriting systems 
that are length-reducing and confluent. 
In principle the proof will be similar to the above proof of Theorem 4.8. Given a 
Turing machine M, a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system RM 
will be constructed that simulates the computations of M. If the Turing machine M 
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has some infinite computation, then it is easily seen that there exists a regular language 
S such that the language d&(S) is not regular. Hence, in this case the system RM is 
not regularity preserving. However, it seems to be very difficult to prove the converse 
implication, that is, even if all computations of M are finite, it is not at all clear how 
to guarantee that the system RM preserves regularity. 
To get around this difficulty we will make use of the additional assumption that the 
Turing machine M considered is strongly bounded. In order to justify this assumption 
we consider the strong boundedness problem for single-tape Turing machines in the 
next section. 
5. The strong houndedness problem for Turing machines 
First it should be stressed that in the following we will only be dealing with single- 
tape Turing machines that are deterministic. A possibly infinite configuration C of 
a Turing machine A4 is called immortal if A4 does never halt when starting from 
C. In [ 151 Hooper shows that it is undecidable whether a Turing machine has an 
immortal configuration. Actually, Hooper only considers 2-symbol Turing machines, 
that is, Turing machines that only have a single tape symbol in addition to the blank 
symbol. 
We call a Turing machine M strongly bounded if there exists an integer k such that, 
for each finite configuration C, A4 halts after at most k steps when starting from this 
configuration. Here a configuration is called finite if almost all tape squares contain 
the blank symbol b. We are interested in the strong boundedness problem for Turing 
machines, which is the following decision problem: 
Instance: A single-tape Turing machine M. 
Question: Is A4 strongly bounded? 
In [ 151 Hooper proceeds as follows. He first observes that the halting problem is 
undecidable for the class of two-counter Minsky machines that start with empty coun- 
ters. Then he constructs a 2-symbol Turing machine n from a Minsky machine A? 
such that A has an immortal configuration if and only if fi does not halt from its 
initial configuration with empty counters. Since the configurations of II? are encoded 
as certain finite configurations of M, and since a simulates A?, though in a very in- 
volved way, this shows that z has an immortal finite configuration if and only if it 
has an immortal configuration. It follows that the immortality problem is undecidable 
for 2-symbol Turing machines, even when it is restricted to finite configurations. 
Now assume that the Turing machine g has finite computations of arbitrary length. 
Then it must also have an infinite computation, though one that possibly starts with an 
infinite configuration (cf. the proof of Corollary 6 of [ 171). But then we see from the 
discussion above that &? also has an infinite computation that starts with a finite con- 
figuration. Thus, if g has no immortal finite configuration, then it is strongly bounded. 
Since the converse is obvious, we obtain the following undecidability result. 
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Proposition 5.1. The strong boundedness problem is undecidable for 2-symbol single- 
tape Turing machines. 
6. The reduction 
We will prove that Problem 3 is undecidable for finite string-rewriting systems that 
are length-reducing and confluent by a reduction from the strong boundedness problem 
for Turing machines. For that we use a simulation of Turing machines through finite, 
length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems that is based on the simple 
simulation given in Section 4. 
Let M = (Q, C, qo, qa, 6) be a deterministic single-tape Turing machine, where we 
assume that C consists of the symbol a and the blank symbol b only. From M we 
now construct a finite string-rewriting system R for simulating M. 
Let x := {a, b}, let Q be another new alphabet that is in one-to-one correspondence 
to Q, andlet r:= QU~UcUcU{l,2,$,~,d,d,d,do,c^,c,O}, where 1,2,$,$,d,d,d,da, 
c^,F,O are 11 additional new symbols. 
The string-rewriting system R will consist of two main parts, that is, R := RI U Rz, 
where RI is a system that simulates the computations of the Turing machine A4 step 
by step, and R2 is a system that destroys unwanted strings. We first define the system 
RI. It consists of the following 5 groups of rules. 
(1) Rules to simulate the Turing machine M: 
q&da, + qjW& for all a, E CU {#),if 6(qi,ffk) = (qj,al) 
qi$dodo + 4ja/$ if &qi, b) = (qj, a/) 
%a!&% + Likqiar for all a, E c U {$}, if 6(qi, ak) = (qj, r) 
44 dodo + bqj$ if &qi, b) = (qj, r) 
&qiakdda, + CjjaLakar for all a, E i? U {+},if 6(qi,ak) = (qj,e) 
&q;#dodo + @jac# if h(qi, b) = (qj, 0 
for all &EIE 
$qiakdda, + $qibaka, for all a, E c U {$},if 6(qi,ak) = (qj,e) 
@&d&o + @jb$ if &qi,b) = (4jtf). 
(2) Rules to shift d to the left: 
aiajdda, -+ aidajar 
aidajdda, 4 aiddaja, 
forallaiECUQ,ajEC, anda,EZU{Q) 
ddodo + aid+ 
aid$dodo 4 aiddQ 
for all fZi E C U Q 
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Ciqjdda, + iiidLjjLl, 
CidqiddU, + iiiddjjar 
for all Gi E F U {S}, (s/ E e, and a, E 2 U (4 ) 
(3) Rules to shift d and 2 to the left: 
2$&i, + 2&i, 
2&d&i, 4 2&&i, 
for all a, E E U Q u Q 
(4) Rules to increase the number of l’s and 2’s: 
12iia ---f lJ2a 
1 J2LiJa ---f 1 ld2a 
I 
for all a E (2, $} 
122JJa + 122c^a 
(5) Rules to shift c^ and C to the right: 
2i22JLia -+ 22Ea for all a E (2, $} 
--_ --_ 
aicajdda 
_ _- 
aicg,dda + iiqja for all Gi E XU {$},cjj E e, and a E 2 U (4). 
Obviously, RI is a finite and length-reducing system. Since the Turing machine M is 
deterministic, there are no overlaps between the rules of group (1). There are overlaps 
between the rules of group (1) and the rules of the groups (2) to (5), but they all 
resolve trivially. Also all the overlaps between the rules of groups (2) to (5) resolve 
trivially. Thus, RI is in addition confluent. 
The rules of group (1) of RI simulate the stepwise computation of the Turing ma- 
chine M. The auxiliary symbols do,d,d, and 2 ensure that RI is length-reducing, and 
the rules of (2) and (3) shift occurrences of these auxiliary symbols to the left. After 
simulating a step of M, the prefix 1”2k of the encoding of the actual configuration of 
M is incremented to l’+‘2k+’ through the rules of group (4). Finally, the auxiliary 
symbols t and C, and the copies Q of the actual state symbols Q are used to ensure that 
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the next step of A4 can be simulated only after the prefix ld2k has been incremented 
(see (5)). The following technical lemma describes the behaviour of R, in more detail. 
Lemmma 6.1. 
(i) Vn>l Vu, E CUQVuz ,..., a, EZ: a102...an$d~+ --+i, a~d*@...W+. 
- 
(ii) V~,~~OV&EEU{$}VC~ ,..., &EEV~EQVU{ ,..., u~EZ: 
2ln+n+3 
&a, . . . a,qu’l . . . u#d, -+;, LiJ2a, . . . (5,qu’, 
(iii) Vt,m,n>OV’a, ,..,, ~~z,EV’qEQVU’l,...,U:,EC: 
2’+‘$a 
2’+m+“+4 
1 . ..cimqu. . ..u.l& +;, 2G22’$li* . . . && 
(iv) Vt>lVm,n~OViil,..., &EEVqEQVUJal, ,..., Ul,EC: 
12’$li 
y+wi+“+3 
1 ..i*qu; . ..u.l& -+;, ld2’$4 . . . a,qu; 
(v) Vs,tglVm,n3OV& ,,.., Lf,EZVqEQVui ,..., u;EZ: 
lS2’$li 
2’+“+“+5_2m+n+4 
, . . . rT,qa; . . . u;t& +;, 1”+‘2’+,fa, . . . E&.7; 
(vi) Vm,n~OV~l,...,a,E~V~EeVU,,,...,U:,EC: 
2c^$lil . . . Li*qu; 
yn+n+4_2”+2 
. . . u#d,, +;, 2$ci, . . . &qu’, 
Proof. (i) We proceed by induction on n: 
n= 1: u,+d; -+R, wA$d; +R, aldd$. 
2”+2 
II + n+l:u,u2...u,+,~d0 
-;, u,u2d2q.. .u,+,Qd, 2”+’ (by the induction hypothesis) 
2”+! 
-‘RI aldam.. . an+&,, 
-+;, uldu2d2u3.. . a,+,$ (by the induction hypothesis) 
-‘RI u,d2u2u3.. . U,+,$. 
(ii) We proceed by induction on m: 
in = 0: &,qu; . . . u;$d;‘+3 A;, cioqd2u; . . . u;$d;“+’ (by (0) 
2”+2 
-‘RI &d+z; . . . u;Qd, -+;, ci,,&d’u; . . . a;# (by (0) 
-fR, li,,d2&; . . . a;#. 
2”+“+4 
m + m+l: &Cl . . . &+~cjuial, . . .u$#d, 
-+1;, Lioa1d2cs2.. .a,+,&z; 
y+n+3 
. . . u;Qd, (by the induction hypothesis) 
2”+“+3 
+R, &&i,& . . . &,+,@; . . .u;$d,, 
+1;, Li&* (i2ci2 . . . &+I @z: . ..u.+ (by the induction hypothesis) 
-2 _ 
fR, &,d a,&. . . &+,@Zcl’, . . .U# 
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(iii) We proceed by induction on t: 
t = 0: 2$Z 1 . . . &qa{ . . . ai$dim+‘+4 +;, 2$d2C, . .G,,,qai . . . a~#d~m+“‘+’ (by (ii)) 
+R, 2‘?$4 . . . &,gai . . .a~+d~‘“+‘+’ --+l, 2d$d2G, . . . &jai . . . a# (by (ii)) 
+k, 2G2%i, . . . i&a~ . ..a.+. 
t + t+l: 2’+2$~, . ..S&a{ . 
2’fmi”+5 
~4Q4l 
A;, 222*2’$a, . . .&,qai . . . a#d$+‘“+n+4 (by the induction hypothesis) 
--+R, 222’+‘$a, . . . &Jai . . . a#di’+m+n+4 
^ -2 
-t;, 2d2d 2’$& . . .&,qa{ . . . a:# (by the induction hypothesis) 
+k, 2i22”+’ $a, . . . ii,,,@~ . ..a#. 
-2 t 1 (iv) By (iii) we have 12’$5, . ..&.@a{ ...aA$di’+m+n+3 -+1;, 12d 2 - $a, . ..&& . ..a# 
--+R, 1d2’$a 1 . . . &qai . . . a$+.. 
y+m+n+s _2mw4 
(v) lS2’$El . .&Jai , . . a;Qd, 
+;, 1S(i2d22tP’$Gl . . , &@a’, . . . a#d~+m+n+4-2min’a (by (iii) and (iv)) 
+R, lS+‘c^2’$C?, 
2’+m+n+4_~m+n+4 
. . . Z,,,qa{ . . . a$+d, 
--+;, l”+‘c^(2i2)‘$C, . . .cZ,qa{ . ..a.4 (by (iii)) 
-+I;, ls+,2’+‘c^$C, . . .&Jai . . . a:$. 
y+n+4_2”+2 
(vi) 2c^$Z1 . . .&Jai . . . aA$d, +, 23ci2a , . . . d*&(i’qa{ . . . ahed:” (by (ii)) 
+;, 2$C, - -- 
2*+2 
. . . a,cqa’, . . . a;Qd, -;, 2$4 . . . Cr,Ejd*a~ . . . a;+ (by (i)) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. 0 
Using this technical lemma the following result is easily derived. Here - : C* -+ z* 
denotes the canonical bijection. 
Lemma 6.2. Let uqv be a conjiguration of the Turing machine M such that 
uqv tM u~qlv~, and let k>l. Then there exists a positive integer p E N such that 
1’2k$tiqvQd; +;, 1C+‘2k+‘$Ulqlul$ holds for all 83 1. 
Proof. Let 8,ka 1, and let uqv = al . ..a.qa’, . ..uL I-M al . ..a.qlZlai . ..a. = ulqlvl, 
that is, 6(q,a’, ) = (41, a”1 ). The other cases can be dealt with analogously. 
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(1) 1’2k$Eqet#d~‘+’ -I;, 1’2k$ziqa’,d2ai.. . a$# (by Lemma 61(i)) 
-+R, 1e2k$&7,a”,4.. a;‘+. 
(2) 1~2?$uq*44.. . a;qd~+m+n+i-2”+2 
+;, p+y+‘;$q,a”,4.. . ($4 . J;m+n+4-2”+2 (by Lemma 6.1(v)) 
-;, 1’+‘2~+‘$uq&a;. . . L&Q (by Lemma 6.l(vi)) 
= 1”+‘2k+‘$Urq,v,#. 
Hence, for this case we obtain p = 2k-tmfn+5 - 2”+‘. 0 
This result has the following consequence. 
Lemma 6.3. Zf the Turing machine M has an immortal jnite configuration, then RI 
does not preserve regularity. 
Proof. Assume that uoqovo is an immortal finite configuration of M, that is, there exists 
an infinite computation of M of the form 
Consider the regular language S := { 12$Ueqovo~ . db 1 i30). From Lemma 6.2 we see 
that, for each k > 1, there exists an integer Rk E N+ such that 12$Uoqovo# . d: --+& 
lk+12k+‘$tikqkvX_#. Hence, we see from the form of the rules of RI that 
d;,(S)n1+.2+.$-- c* .Q.z* .‘$ = {lk+‘2k+‘$Z?kq,@&$ ) ka0). 
Since this language does not satisfy the pumping lemma for regular languages, it is 
not regular. Thus, the language Al;,(S) is not regular. Hence, RI does not preserve 
regularity, if M has an immortal finite configuration. 0 
Observe that the strings in the set di, (S) n l+ .2+ . $. _* . Q. C* . Q are all irreducible 
mod RI. Thus, 
and hence, RI does not even give regular sets of normal forms for regular languages, 
if M has an immortal finite configuration. 
We would like to also prove the converse of this statement. However, for do- 
ing so we must consider all regular languages over Z, not just the languages that 
only consist of strings which are encodings of configurations of M. To get around 
this problem, we introduce the finite string-rewriting system Rz, which constitutes the 
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second part of the system R. It consists of the following 18 groups of monadic rules: 
(1) sl hOfor all s E r\(l); 
(2) s2 -+Ofor all s E r\{1,2,&2}; 
(3) sd -tOfor all s E r\{1,2,J}; 
..^ 
(4) ldd --to 
^^^ 
2ddd -+ 0 
(5) sc^ -tOfor all s E r\{1,2}; 
(6) sS --f 0 for all s E r\{2, E, 2); 
(7) sa --t 0 for all a E ‘2 and s E r\(x U {$, F, d}); 
(8) sq -+Ofor all S E Q and s E r\(zU {$,Z,d}); 
(9) sd + 0 for all s E r\(Z U {$,d}); ___ 
(10) sddd +Ofor all s E TU {$}; 
(11) SE t 0 for all s E r\(Z U {$}); 
(12) sq -+Ofor all q E Q and s E r\(xU {$,E,d}); 
(13) sa -tOfor all a E C and s E r\(QUQUZU{d}); 
(14) sd -+ 0 for all s E r\(Q U C U {d}); 
(15) sddd --tOfor all s E QU C; 
(16) s$ -+Ofor all s E r\(QU~UZU{d}); 
(17) sdo -tOfor all s E T\{$,do}; 
(‘*) So -+O for allsE r. 
OS -to 1 
Obviously, R:! is a finite and monadic string-rewriting system on r. Since each rule 
of Rx has right-hand side 0, and since 0 acts as a zero because of the rules of (18), 
we can conclude that all the many critical pairs of R2 resolve to 0. Thus, R2 is also 
confluent. In addition, it has the following properties. 
Lemma 6.4. 
(a) Vs E T\{do} : dos --f 0. 
(b) The set IRR(R2) consists of all the factors of the strings in the following language 
- __ 
CONF := 1*~({~,Li}u({~,~,~}~(2~{~,c^,~,~~})+))~%~({~~,~,~,~~}~~)*~{~,E,d,dd}~ 
((G. {A,d,dd})U Q>. (C. {A,d,dd})* .# . d;; U (0). 
Proof. 
(a) This is easily seen from the rules of Rz, 
(b) First of all, it can be checked easily that CONF & IRR(R2). On the other hand, 
each string w E IRR(R2) is a factor of a string from CONF. 0 
Observe that l+ . 2+ . $ . T* Q . C* . $ G CONF. Thus, all the strings in the lan- 
guage d;,(S) n l+ . 2+ . $ .x* . Q . C* . Q considered in the proof of Lemma 6.3 
are irreducible mod Rz. Actually, if uqv is a configuration of the Turing machine 
M, then d&(le2k$Cqv$d~) C CONF for all e,k> 1. In fact, if w E IRR(Rz), then 
di, (w) C IRR(R2) as can be checked easily. 
Finally, we consider the combined system R := RI U R2. 
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Lemma 6.5. R is a finite, length-reducing, and conjuent system. 
Proof. It remains to verify that all overlaps between rules of RI and rules of Rz resolve 
to 0. We look at each group of rules of R2 in turn. 
(1) If (l/i + Y) E RI, then Y = 1 . t-1 for some YI E r*, and hence, 
de, - slq - 0.q 
1 J * 
0 . e, * * 0 
If ([is + r) E R1 for some s E r\{ l}, then Y = rlt for some t E r\{ 1). 
Hence: 
e,d - e,o 
I ---A 
(2) If (281 -+ r) E RI, then r = 2ri, and if (81s -+ u) E RI for some s E r\{ 1,2,&d}, 
then r = ri t for some t E r\{ 1,2, c”, 2). Hence, the resulting critical pairs resolve 
as in (1). 
The remaining cases can be treated analogously. q 
From Lemma 6.3 and the remark following Lemma 6.4 we see the following. 
Corollary 6.6. If the Turing machine M has an immortal jinite conjiguration, then R 
does not preserve regularity. In fact, in this situation there exists a regular language 
SC r’ such that not even the set NFR(S) is regular. 
It remains to prove the converse of this corollary. Since the system R2 can be used 
to reduce every string to 0 that does not represent a (piece of a) configuration of the 
Turing machine M, we can restrict our attention essentially to regular languages that 
only contain stings which are encodings of configurations of M. However, even this 
does not solve our problem, since even if the Turing machine M has no immortal finite 
configuration, it is still not clear how to prove that the set of irreducible descendants 
of an arbitrary regular set of configurations is itself regular. Therefore, we will prove 
the following weaker statement only: if the Turing machine M is strongly bounded, 
then NFR(S) is a regular set for each regular language S C r’. 
First observe that it suffices to look at regular languages S c r* that are fairly 
restricted. Let S 2 r’ be a regular language. Then S = Si US,, where Si := SflIECR(R2) 
and & := S n RED(R;!). Since R2 is a finite string-rewriting system, we see that Si 
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and S, are both regular sets. Now NFR(S) = NFR, (SI ) U NFR(&), and 
if S2 = 0 
if s2 f SI 
Thus, NFR(S) is regular if and only if NFR,(S~) is regular. Hence, in the following 
we can restrict our attention to regular sets S that are contained in IRR(R2). Thus, 
by Lemma 6.4(b) we only have to deal with regular sets of factors of the language 
CONF. 
Let S G IRR(R2) be a regular language. Again we partition S into two subsets Si := 
S fl r* . dt and S2 := S n (T\{do})*. Then S = SI U 5, and NFR(S) = NFR,(S~) U 
NFR,(&). With S also Si and Sz are regular languages. 
Lemma 6.7. V S, C: IRR(R2) n (T\{do})* is u regular Iunguage, then so is the lan- 
gullge NFR,(&). 
Proof. Since a string w E S2 does not contain any occurrences of the symbol do, a 
reduction sequence w = wg +R, WI -‘R, . . . -‘RI w, l Im(R) can contain at most a 
single application of a rule from group (1) of RI. 
A sequence w = ws -)Ri wi +R, . .. +R, w, of reduction steps is called connected 
if, for i = 1.. ..,m - l,wi-1 = ui_~~i-,U~-l,wi = ~-l~,_ir,_r = Uieiai, and Wi+i = 
u;T;u;, where (Li_i * ri_i),(Pi + r,) E RI, imply that ri_l and ei have a nonempty 
overlap in w,, that is, either luil < lui_iri-il <lnie;l or lu;_ij < luie;l < (ui_~~i_i(. 
A connected sequence of Ri-reduction steps shifts i: and F symbols to the right or it 
shifts J,J and d symbols to the left. A sequence of this form can be followed by a 
single reduction step of a different form, for example, if 6(q,,ak) = (q,,uf), then 
q;akda,da,.,d . . . da,dd$ +iT’ qiakdda,a,., . . a,4 +R, q,apa,a,., . . . a,+. 
However, since the strings considered do not contain any occurrences of the symbol 
do, those occurrences of the symbols d,(i, and d that are used up during such a 
reduction sequence cannot be restored. Thus, a generalized sequential machine (gsm) G 
can be constructed that works as follows: while processing an input string w E IRR(R;?) 
from left to right, G guesses an output string y and checks whether w -1;, y holds. 
This can be done because of the observation above. A computation of G is accepting 
if and only if w E &,y E IRR(Rl), and w -i, y. Hence, G(S2) = NFR,(S~), and so 
with Sz also NFR, (Sz) is a regular language [ 161. I7 
It remains to consider the regular language Si = Snr* .dt. Let v denote the constant 
from the pumping lemma for regular languages that is associated with Si. We partition 
Sr even further as Si = Ss U S,, where 
Ss := S1 n (T\{do})* {do,d&. . . ,d,!-‘} and S, := S1 n r* . d;. 
Again Ss and S4 are regular languages, and 
NFR,(SI > = NFR,(S~) U NFR,(S~). 
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Lemma 6.8. If S1 is a regular language, then so is the language NFR, (Ss ). 
Proof. Obviously, S3 = UyI; S3,;4, for some regular sets SQ c(r\{dc})*, i= 1,. . . , v- 
1. Hence, NFR, (Ss) = lJ:I: NFR, (Sj,; . db). 
Let i E {1,2,..., v - 1). Then NFR, (Ss,i . dh) = NFR, (NFR, (SQ) . db). By Lemma 6.7 
NFR,(&) is a regular language. Furthermore, it is easily seen that NFR, (S’ . do) is a 
regular language whenever S’ is a regular language satisfying S’ C IRR(R). It follows 
inductively that NFR, (Sj,i. db) is a regular language for each i = 1,. . . , v - 1, and hence, 
NFR, (Ss) = U:z; NFR, (Ss,i . db) is a regular language. 0 
Finally, we have to deal with the regular language S4 = Si n r* . di. Since v is 
the constant that the pumping lemma yields for the language Si, we see that, for each 
string w E (T\{do})* and each m 2 v, if wdt E S4, then wdr+a’r E S4 for some 
a E {l,..., v} and all integers r3 - 1. 
Let S5 denote the regular language 
S5 := {w E (T\{do})* ( 3m > v : wdr E S4). 
Form E {O,l,..., v- 1) and CI E {I,..., v}, define the languages SS,~,~ and S4,m,oc as
follows: 
S 5FP := {W E S5 / w . dr . (di)* C &}, and S4,m,a := S5,,,% . dr . (d,“)*. 
From the considerations above we see that 
s-l v v-l I’ 
s4 = u u S4,m,a and NFR,(S~) = U U NFR,(s~,~,~). 
m=Oa=l m=Oa=l 
Obviously, each of the languages SQ,,,, is regular. Hence, it suffices to look at each 
of these languages separately. So let m E (0, 1,. . . , v - 1) and LX E (1,. . . ,v}. 
Let A := QUZU’U{%,$}, and let cp := r -+ A denote the morphism that is 
defined through 
a-a(aEA) 
4 ++ 4 (4 E sr) 
a H /z (a E {1,2,d,d,a,do,c^,c,0}). 
We say that a string w E &,,a contains a configuration uqv of the Turing machine M, 
if q(w) = $Uqv#. 
Assume that the Turing machine A4 is strongly bounded. Then there exists an integer 
k such that, when starting in an arbitrary configuration uqv, M halts after at most k 
steps. Thus, only the suffix 24 of u of length k and the prefix VI of v of length k are 
affected by the resulting computation. Hence, all possible computations of A4 can be 
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described through the finite table 
T = {(uqu,u’q’u’,i) 1 q,q’ E Q,u,u,u’,v’ E C*,IUl,IUI,(U’I,lV’l~k, 
and id k such that uqv th u’q’v’}. 
Let w E SS,~,~. The case that w does not contain a configuration of M is easily 
dealt with. So let us assume that w contains a configuration u1u2qvIv2 of M, where 
1~21 = /vi1 = k. If w does not begin with the symbol 1, or if lwll = 0, then RI can 
simulate at most min{ (~1; + I WI,-, k} steps of M on M$, and in this case the numbers 
1~11 and lwI2 are not changed at all (see the rules of the groups (3) to (5) of RI). 
If, however, Iw( 1 = jl and lwll = j2 for some ji, j2 > 1, then at most i additional 
occurrences of the symbols 1 and 2 can be created while reducing wd”, modulo RI, 
where i = number of simulated steps of M - (IwI,- -t Iwl,-), provided s is sufficiently 
large. Since M is strongly bounded by the constant k, we have id k. 
Hence, a gsm G can be constructed that works as follows: while processing an input 
string x E IRR(R2) from left to right, G guesses an output string y and checks the 
following three conditions: 
1. Is x = wdt) for some w E Ssfl,a and some integer s = m + a r? 
2. Is y = udl, irreducible mod RI, where u E (r\{d,j})* and t>O? 
3. Does wdg -+i, u hold for some r E N satisfying the congruence e + t E m mod c(, 
that is, L + t = m + a . r for some r E N? 
For the latter part of this test G uses the table T mentioned above for comparing 
the structure of the strings w and U. Obviously, G cannot compute the number / of 
da-symbols that are used up in the reduction wdi -R, u, but it can determine whether 
the number L + t satisfies the congruence & + t = m + LY. r for some r E N by counting 
modulo (x. For example, if G has already determined that es symbols do are necessary 
to create the prefix v of U, and if u = vaui for some a E C, then 2e0 symbols do are 
needed to create the prefix vu. However, if tD,-, d c1 < 280, then 260 can be written as 
x + (2/o - a), where ti := 2&o - a<a, and it suffices for G to remember the number 
di . Thus, for all w E SS,~,~ and r E N, 
G( wdr+a’r ) = LI;! (w . d;; . (d;;)*) n IRR(RI ). 
Hence, it follows that 
G(S4,m,a) = $(S4,m,n) n IWRI) = NF~,@4,m,cc ), 
and thus, NFR,(S~,~,+) is regular, t 00. This completes the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.9. If the Turing machine M is strongly bounded, then NFR(S) is a regular 
language for each regular language S C P. 
Given a single-tape Turing machine M that simulates a Minsky machine &i as 
described in [15], we see from the discussion in Section 5 that M has an immortal 
finite configuration if and only if M is not strongly bounded. By Corollary 6.6 and 
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Lemma 6.9, NFR(S) is regular for each regular language S c r* if and only if M is 
strongly bounded. Hence, Proposition 5.1 yields the following undecidability result. 
Theorem 6.10. The following problem is undecidable in general: 
Instance: A finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system R on r. 
Question: Is NFR(S) a regular language for each regular language 5’ C Y? 
This generalizes Theorem 9 of [12] to signatures containing unary function symbols 
only and possibly a single constant. 
7. Conclusion 
We have seen that for string-rewriting systems the property of preserving regularity 
is independent of the alphabet actually considered, i.e., by adding some free symbols to 
an alphabet considered, the property of a string-rewriting system to preserve regularity 
is not affected. Further, we have seen that for finite string-rewriting systems in general, 
the property of preserving regularity is undecidable in general. From these two results 
we derived the fact that the property of being regularity preserving is undecidable for 
term-rewriting systems, thus answering a question of Gyenizse and VQgvSlgyi [ 141. 
For finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems, we have shown 
that it is undecidable in general whether the set of descendants or the set of normal 
forms of a given regular language is again regular. Also we have seen that for a string- 
rewriting system of this form it is undecidable in general whether or not each regular 
language has a regular set of normal forms. 
However, it remains open whether the property of being regularity preserving is 
also undecidable for the class of all finite string-rewriting systems that are length- 
reducing and cot&rent. In fact, we do not even know whether this is true for the class 
of all finite convergent string-rewriting systems, but we would certainly expect that. 
Also it remains the question of whether finite, length-reducing, and confluent systems 
presenting groups preserve regularity. 
However, in the latter case we do at least know the following. If R is a finite, 
length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on C such that the monoid MR 
presented by (Z; R) is actually a group, then there exists a deterministic pushdown 
automaton P that, given a string w E C* as input, computes the irreducible descendant 
we of w mod R [20]. In fact, P can be realized in such a way that after processing 
the input w completely, it halts with wg in its pushdown store. For L C C*, let SCp(L) 
denote the language of final stack contents that P can generate given a string from L as 
input. Then SCp(L) = NFR(L). If L is a regular language, then by a result of Greibach 
[ 131 also SCp(L) is a regular language. Thus, in this situation the set of normal forms 
of a regular language is itself always regular. 
Instead of asking whether the set of descendants or the set of normal forms of a 
regular language is again a regular language, we could also ask whether it is a context- 
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free language. The results of this paper can easily be carried over to the corresponding 
variants of Problems 1-4. Indeed these questions could also be asked for other classes 
of languages. 
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